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ABSTRACT
The time and money required to run clinical trials, as well as the cost effectiveness of technologies
emerging from these trials are receiving increasing scrutiny. This paper explores the use of techniques
inspired from fully sequential simulation optimization, based on Bayesian expected value of sampling
information arguments, in the context of highly-sequential multi-arm trials. New allocation rules are shown
to be useful for selecting which technology to assign a patient in a trial. They are based on clinical
cost-benefit tradeoffs and the size of the population who benefits from the technology adoption decision.
1

INTRODUCTION

This paper applies a Bayesian decision-theoretic framework that has been developed in the context of
simulation optimization (Chick and Gans 2009; Chick and Frazier 2012) to the problem of designing
certain clinical trials that account for health technology adoption (UK NICE 2014). Clinical trials are
typically used to assess whether or not a new technology (drug, device, process change, etc.) achieves a
given threshold of clinical improvement, and they tend to be designed using a frequentist approach, using a
minimal number of observations in one or a small number of stages of sampling, with the goal of reaching
statistical confidence and power criteria (Jennison and Turnbull 1999). Even with a positive result from
the clinical trial, there is still the question of whether the technology will be adopted, will be eligible for
reimbursement, and will be implemented for patients. This health technology assessment can use cost
effectiveness analysis (HAS 2012; UK NICE 2014). While clinical trials have traditionally been designed
as hypothesis tests of clinical efficacy, the idea of considering cost effectiveness in clinical-trial design has
recently gained attention.
Regulatory bodies are encouraging the development of novel methodologies for clinical trial design
(EMA 2007; FDA 2010; FDA 2016). Three important trends have arisen to address the high financial costs,
potentially long delays, and health-benefit concerns of clinical trials: (a) highly adaptive designs, including
sequential designs, that allow allocation of patients to treatments to vary as a function of data observed so
far, with the hope of reducing the time and number of patients required to assess new treatments (Berry
2012; Pallmann et al. 2018), (b) value-based designs, which use the financial costs, health benefits, and size
of the population meant to benefit from the health technology decision, to guide the amount of sampling
required, as opposed to relying on type I and type II error criteria (Draper 2013; Chick et al. 2017); (c)
multi-arm trials, which compare multiple treatments to a control, rather than requiring each of several new
treatments to have its own control group, thereby reducing the number of patients required to identify the
best of several treatments (EMA 2017; Boeree et al. 2017). The mixing of multiple treatments in various
combinations and/or dose levels can result in correlation in the mean rewards of arms: we thus explore
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the extension of so-called correlated knowledge gradient techniques (cKG from Frazier et al. (2009)) with
diffusion approximation techniques (Chick and Gans 2009; Chick and Frazier 2012) for a richer assessment
of the expected value of sample information.
This paper extends a parallel project Chick et al. (2019) with correlated arms. Chick et al. (2019)
focuses on seamless Phase II/III trials which attempt to optimize treatment doses, we focus here on
factorial trial designs, where the multiple arms represent various multiple treatments in a Phase III trial
are tested in various combinations with each other. This implies different correlation structures, different
prior distributions, and different nuances regarding the benefits of modeling correlation across arms.
2

FULLY SEQUENTIAL VALUE-BASED TRIALS WITH CORRELATED ARMS

We recall a simplified version of the basic framework of Chick et al. (2019), which models highly sequential
trials with many arms whose mean responses may be correlated. That paper explores dose response trials,
while this paper applies that framework for different applications in which each arm represents combinations
of several therapies. The trial is designed to assess M ≥ 2 intervention alternatives, or arms, one of which
may be a control or a current standard of care. The arm selected for implementation at the end of the trial
will be used to treat P patients.
2.1 Model for Fully Sequential Value-Based Trials with Correlated Arms
Before selecting an arm to implement, we can sample from it to obtain information. Sampling from an
arm requires effort and money, and there is a cost ci per sample for arm i ∈ M . We require here that all
ci > 0 so that we will not sample costlessly over an infinite horizon.
Sampling is modelled as occurring sequentially at equally spaced times in discrete stages indexed by
t = 0, 1, . . .. The index t also represents the total number of patients whose samples have been observed.
We denote by T the (potentially random) time at which we stop the trial and select an arm to implement.
At time t = 0, 1, . . . , T − 1, we decide which arm patient t + 1 will receive and can use the data observed
from the first t patients in doing so. Let Yit be the random variable whose realization is the incremental
net monetary benefit of arm i ∈ M for patient t = 1, 2, . . . , T . The value of Yit is intended to represent the
combined measure of health gained in monetary value, less the costs of treating with arm i. This might be
measured by using QALY and willingness to pay parameters (Gold et al. 1996; UK NICE 2014).
Each Yit has an unknown mean θi and a known sampling variance λi . Here, θi can be interpreted as the
mean arm effect for the population, and λi captures random differences in how individual patients respond
to arm i. We assume that observations are independent and normally distributed, so that
Yit |θi ∼ N (θi , λi )
for t = 1, 2, . . . and i ∈ M . Let θ = (θ1 , . . . , θM )T be the vector of unknown means. We assume for now
the λi s are known. One can use plug-in estimators in practice.
A prior distribution for θ describes our initial uncertainty about the M arms’ mean effectiveness. This
µ 0 , Σ 0 ). We
initial belief about θ is distributed according to a multivariate normal prior, with θ ∼ N (µ
0
assume that Σ is positive semidefinite. It can be non-diagonal, which would imply that the initial beliefs
about the means are correlated. We discuss the specification of Σ 0 for different types of trials in Section 3.3.
At each time, t, we observe the outcome of the tth patient’s intervention, and we use this observation to
update our beliefs about the mean arm effects. Then, we choose either to stop the trial or to continue and
include one more patient. A decision to stop is followed by the selection of an arm for implementation, and
a continuation decision requires the choice of an arm to allocate to the next patient. If delays in responses
are long, one reasonable approximation might be to base continuation decisions on data observed to time t.
To track our choices, we define a number of variables. At each time, t, an action ut is chosen from the set
of available actions U = {i|i = 1, 2, . . . , 2M}, with M actions for continuation and M actions for stopping. We
let ut ∈ {i|i = 1, 2, . . . , M} denote allocating arm ut to a patient and we let ut ∈ {i|i = M + 1, M + 2, . . . , 2M}
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denote stopping the trial and selecting arm D = ut − M to implement. After an action ut ∈ {i|i = 1, 2, . . . , M}
is chosen, the observation Yut+1
is realized before the next period’s decision. The belief about the unknown
t
t+1
t+1
µ , Σ ), is then computed using (µ
µ t , Σt ), the observation Yut+1
mean at time t + 1, (µ
, and Bayes’ rule. At
t
t
the first occurrence of u ∈ {i|i = M + 1, M + 2, . . . , 2M}, the trial stops, so that the stopping time is T = t.
A policy π gives a sequence of arms {u0 , u1 , . . .} to test in the trial, a stopping time T , and an arm D
to implement. We define Π to be the set of all nonanticipating policies, whose choices at time t = 0, 1, . . .
µ 0 , Σ 0 ,Yu10 , µ 1 , Σ 1 ,Yu21 , . . . , µ t , Σt }.
depend only on the history up to t: {µ
0
µ , Σ 0 ) and a policy π ∈ Π, the expected discounted value of the future
Given the prior distribution N (µ
stream of rewards is the sum of the cost of sampling, and the health benefit to the P patients treated by
arm D upon stopping the trial:
"
#
T −1
 T +1 T T 
0 0
0 0
µ , Σ ) = Eπ ∑ −cut + P E YD µ , Σ
(1)
V (µ
µ ,Σ .
t=0

We focus on the problem of choosing a policy π ∗ ∈ Π that maximizes the expected net reward. This
problem can be considered a stoppable version of the multi-armed bandit with correlated mean rewards.
µ 0 , Σ 0 ) = sup V (µ
µ 0 , Σ 0 ).
V ∗ (µ

(2)

π∈Π

2.2 Comments on Analysis of The Model
We will define index-based heuristics for several potentially good, albeit suboptimal, allocation and stopping
rules for Eq. (2) that involve the expected value of sample information (EVSI) over different sampling plans.
Policies πi ∈ Πi sample one or more times in a potentially adaptive, non-anticipative way, from a single arm
i, before stopping at time Ti and selecting any arm for implementation. Different sets of sampling policies
Πi will lead to different indices, as discussed below in Section 3.1. The EVSI equals Eq. (1) evaluated with
π = πi , minus the expected reward of immediately stopping and implementing the best alternative without
sampling. Because indices are recomputed after each sample is observed, we analyse Eq. (1) assuming
sampling starts at time t rather than at time 0.
Although we will allocate arms to one patient at a time, we also consider Bayes’ rule with τ ≥ 1
τ
observations Yit+1 ,Yit+2 , . . . ,Yit+τ from arm i, starting at time t. The mean of these observations is Y i =
r
∑t+τ
r=t+1 Yi /τ ∼ N (θi , λi /τ), and Bayes’ rule provides the following posterior mean and covariance (Frazier
et al. 2009), where ei is a column vector of 0s with M elements except for a 1 in the ith row:


τ
µ t+τ = µ t + Y i − µit Σt ei /(λi /τ + Σti,i ),
(3)
Σt+τ = Σt − Σt ei ei T Σt /(λi /τ + Σti,i ).

(4)

We define Ziτ ≡ µit+τ − µit to express the change in the mean belief of arm i,
µ t+τ = µ t + Ziτ Σt ei /Σti,i .

(5)

To simplify notation, we denote the effective number of samples for arm i at time t by nti = λi /Σti,i .
The distribution of Ziτ for a given τ and information at time t is then (Chick and Gans 2009)


λi τ
.
(6)
Ziτ ∼ N 0, σZ2iτ where σZ2iτ = t t
ni (ni + τ)
We now use Eq. (5) to adapt Eq. (1) so that posterior means at time Ti are expressed as a function of ZiTi :
"
#
n
o
Ti −1
Ti
t
t
∗
t
t
t
t
t
µ , Σ ) = P × sup Eπi ∑ −ci /P + max µ j + Σi, j Zi /Σi,i
Vi (µ
µ ,Σ .
(7)
πi

j

r=0
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The second term in the expectation in Eq. (7) involves the maximum of multiple linear functions of
a single, normally-distributed random variable. We use techniques of Frazier et al. (2009), originally
developed for sampling plans restricted to one additional sample, to transform this maximization into a
summation when there is an arbitrary, path-dependent, non-anticipative sampling plan, as long as that plan
samples only from a single alternative (Chick et al. 2019). Following Frazier et al. (2009), we define
a j = µ tj and b j = Σti, j /Σti,i .

(8)

Let g(z) = max{argmax j {a j + b j z}} be the function that returns the index with the largest a j + b j z
value when evaluated at z ∈ R, breaking ties by choosing the largest index. Let S = { j | ∃ z ∈ R s.t. g(z) = j}
be the set of arms which might possibly be selected as best after sampling only from arm i, and let M 0 = |S|
be the number of these arms. Let (l) denote the arm in the set S that has the lth lowest slope, so that
b(1) < . . . < b(l) < b(l+1) < . . . < b(M0 ) . Notice that k ∈
/ S if bk = b j and ak ≤ a j . Therefore the ordering is
strict. The new ordering implies that max{z | g(z) = (l)} = min{z | g(z) = (l + 1)}, and we can express the
intersection point, in z, between arms (l) and (l + 1) as
d(l) = (a(l) − a(l+1) )/(b(l+1) − b(l) ).
3

(9)

ALGORITHM FOR SEQUENTIAL TRIALS

Each policy π ∈ Π leads to a sampling and selection algorithm for the clinical trial, with expected reward
in Eq. (1). In algorithmic form, each π specifies: a stopping rule, which decides at each time t whether to
stop or to continue sampling; an allocation rule, which specifies which arm to allocate to the next patient
at each time t when sampling continues; and a selection rule, which specifies which arm to select for
implementation when sampling is stopped. In addition, the parameters of the prior distribution for the
correlated unknown mean reward of each arm must be specified. This section discusses choices for all of
these features of our algorithm for fully sequential, correlated, multi-arm trials.
When stopping at time T = t, standard techniques can be used to show that the optimal selection rule
is to select the arm with largest posterior mean for implementation, arm D = argmax j µ Tj .
The allocation rule and stopping rule of an optimal policy π ∗ for Eq. (2) are difficult to characterize
and compute. Our problem is an undiscounted, stoppable bandit problem with correlated mean rewards,
whereas typical Gittin’s index results rely on independent arms and discounted rewards. However, a number
of heuristic indices have proven to be useful for defining ‘good’ allocation rules and stopping rules in related
contexts, and we apply or extend them for our analysis here. All of our indices for arm i are derived by
actively obtaining sample measurements only from arm i. Even so, correlation among our beliefs regarding
the population means of the arms implies that, by sampling from i, we gain information regarding other
arms’ mean performance as well. See Chick et al. (2019) for more details.
3.1 Allocation Rules for Sampling with Correlated Mean Rewards
We use several indices based on the EVSI of different sampling plans, as mentioned in Section 2.2. In
particular, we denote by cKG1 the special case of using the EVSI from one additional sample from a given
arm, to determine the allocation index for that arm, as proposed for the correlated knowledge gradient of
Frazier et al. (2009). We extend cKG1 to cKG* to define the index of arm i to the be supremum of EVSI
per sample in τ samples, the supremum over values of τ ≥ 1. These are myopic rules.
We also consider allocation rules which better approximate the EVSI of sampling from a single arm
before selecting an alternative, in that they compute the EVSI of adaptive sampling plans from a given arm,
rather than the more restrictive KG approach which considers the EVSI of fixed-duration sampling plans. We
approximate these adaptive plans with an optimal stopping problem for a diffusion model, a free-boundary
partial differential equation, hence the “PDE” in their names. The cPDELower and cPDEUpper allocation
rules approximate the EVSI of non-anticipative sampling policies that restrict sampling to arm i while
accounting for changes in beliefs about all arms, not just arm i, due to correlation. The terms Lower and
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Upper refer to the fact that these allocation rules use lower and upper bounds on the EVSI, the upper
based on a Bonferroni-type inequality (Chick et al. 2019). We also consider the ESPb and ESPB allocation
rules (Chick and Frazier 2012), which consider arbitrary non-anticipative sampling plans from a given arm
when computing its index, but which do not consider the correlation in mean rewards across arms. The
ESPb index favors alternatives whose posterior means are ‘furthest inside’, in some sense, the continuation
region for sampling, and the ESPB rule more directly models the EVSI when arms are independent.
Computations for the above indices consider the EVSI of potentially multiple samples, but only one
patient sample is allocated per time step, after which all indices are recomputed.
Finally, we also study two non-index based allocation rules: Equal allocation, which allocates patients
to the arm with the smallest number of samples, and Variance allocation, which allocates patients to the
arm whose posterior variance for the unknown mean is largest.
3.2 Stopping Rules for Sampling with Correlated Mean Rewards
We consider a Fixed stopping rule, which stops after a predetermined number of samples, as well as
adaptive stopping rules. For each allocation rule above, one can define a corresponding stopping rule that
directs sampling to continue if at least one arm has an EVSI (or approximation to EVSI) that is greater than
0. Otherwise, sampling stops. This generates cKG1, cKG*, cPDELower, cPDEUpper, ESPb, and ESPB
stopping rules. It is possible to match an allocation rule with one EVSI approximation with a stopping
rule based on another approximation (for example, the cKG1 allocation rule can be matched with the
cPDEUpper stopping rule). In numerical experiments, we often found a benefit to matching the EVSI
approximation of the allocation rule with the same EVSI approximation of the stopping rule.
3.3 Prior Distribution for Unknown Mean Rewards
In general, prior means, µi0 , and variances, Σ0i,i , can be elicited from medical experts or from the results
of earlier phases of a trial. Alternatively, one can begin with a non-informative prior distribution, collect
an initial set of samples, and use the resulting posterior distribution as a prior distribution. Sampling
variances can be estimated from prior experimentation (e.g., from phase 2 trial data for use in phase 3
trial experimentation, or from past performance, or by use of plug=in estimators as experimentation occurs
when new combinations of therapies are tested).
Here, we focus on converting knowledge about the relationship among arms’ means to a prior covariance
matrix, Σ 0 . We do so for the special case of a factorial trial design which compares a number of interventions
and their combinations. This case is applied below in Section 5. A related discussion for dose-finding
trials that compare multiple dose levels of the same drug is found in Chick et al. (2019).
We consider a clinical trial with M = 4 arms: a placebo, intervention A, intervention B and a combination
of interventions A and B. We formulate a linear function that describes the average patient response to
these arms and serves as a framework for defining a prior distribution for the mean intervention effects, θ .
The observation we obtain from tth patient for arm i ∈ M can be expressed as Yit = θi + εi , where
εi ∼ N (0, λi ) is the error term. Alternatively, we can express Yit as the following linear function in which
1 j denotes the indicator variable specifying whether intervention j = A, B is administered, along with a
vector of coefficients, ξ = (ξ0 ξ1 ξ2 ξ3 )T ,
Yit = ξ0 + ξ1 1A + ξ2 1B + ξ3 1A 1B + ε1A ,1B .

(10)

The baseline response, with the placebo, is captured by ξ0 . We denote the average incremental effects of
interventions A and B by ξ1 and ξ2 , respectively. Finally, the average additional effect of combining the
two interventions is ξ3 .
While incremental intervention effects, ξ , can explicitly model the relationship among arms, we are
ultimately interested in defining the relationship among the mean intervention effects, θ , and we can convert
0
µ 0 , Σ̃
Σ ), to a prior distribution on θ .
a prior distribution on ξ , denoted by N (µ̃
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Here, we construct an example prior covariance matrix structure among the elements of ξ . We separately
0
Σ ), and a prior correlation matrix among ξ’s, ρ̃
ρ 0 , and
decide on a vector of prior variances of ξ’s, diag(Σ̃
0
Σ .
use these two to form the prior covariance matrix Σ̃
We assume that the baseline response from the placebo is independent of the incremental intervention
effects so that the correlation between ξ0 and ξi is zero for i = 1, 2, 3. We denote the correlation between
ξ1 and ξ2 by η 0 . We assume that the correlations between ξ3 and ξi for i = 1, 2 are equal, and denote them
by ζ 0 . Thus, the prior correlation matrix of incremental effects is


1 0
0 0
0 1 η 0 ζ 0 

ρ0 = 
ρ̃
(11)
0 η 0 1 ζ 0  .
0 ζ0 ζ0 1
Using different values of η 0 and ζ 0 , we can model a range of potential relationships among interventions.
If interventions A and B work through the same mechanism, then we would assume that η 0 > 0 and ζ 0 < 0,
because the positive response to one intervention implies a positive response for the other, while a combination
of the two interventions would not double the effect. If A and B work through different mechanisms, however,
and the two interventions boost each other’s effect when combined, then we assume η 0 = 0 and ζ 0 > 0.
If they work via different mechanisms but impair each other, we let η 0 = 0 and ζ 0 < 0.
4

INFLUENCE OF CORRELATION ON OPTIMAL STOPPING BOUNDARIES

Before assessing the performance of the heuristic indices on clinical trials, we first explore the effect
of correlation on the optimal stopping boundaries when two arms have correlated means. Consider the
problem that starts at time t = 0 and samples from one of two arms i ∈ {1, 2}. We denote by −i the arm
µ t , Σt ), we decide whether to
from which we are not sampling. At each time t ≥ 0, based on our belief, (µ
t
continue sampling from arm i or to stop and implement arm argmax j=1,2 µ j .
For notational simplicity, we continue this section with a domain that is based on the effective number
of samples, nti = λi /Σti,i = n0i + t, in place of the time t ≥ 0. Because we are sampling only from arm i,
µ t , Σt ).
the posterior of arm i, (µit , nti ), is sufficient to calculate the posterior distribution for all arms, (µ
Therefore, our stopping decision at time t is based on the value of (µit , nti ). If it is optimal to continue
sampling, we say that (µit , nti ) lies inside the continuation region. Otherwise, it is optimal to stop, and
(µit , nti ) falls outside the continuation region.
t stays constant at µ 0 as we sample
If the prior distribution assumes that the arms are independent, µ−i
−i
from arm i. In this case, Chick and Frazier (2012) show that the optimal stopping boundary can be described
by scaling that of a standardized problem, ∂CF (s). In this case the optimal stopping boundaries in (µit , nti )
coordinates can be approximated by

 
1/3
1/3
0
± (ci /P)1/3 λi ∂CF λi (ci /P)−2/3 nti .
(12)
µ−i
Chick and Frazier (2012) provide a convenient approximation to ∂CF (s). For points above the upper or
below the lower boundary it is optimal to stop and select arm i or −i, respectively. For points between the
boundaries, it is optimal to continue sampling.
t is no longer constant, however. By the linearity of
If the arms are assumed to be correlated, µ−i
t is a linear function of µ 0 , µ t and µ t . Appendix A
conditioning for joint Gaussian random vectors, µ−i
−i
i
−i
shows this fact can be used to characterize the optimal stopping boundaries for the correlated problem.
Proposition 1. Suppose that M 0 = 2 and that samples are taken only from arm i. Then it is optimal to
continue sampling when (µit , nti ) falls within the following region

−2/3  t 
1/3 1/3
1/3
(ci /P)/(b(2) − b(1) )
ni .
(13)
d(1) + µi0 ± (ci /P)/(b(2) − b(1) )
λi ∂CF λi
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Figure 1: Optimal stopping boundaries for a problem with M 0 = 2, and samples only from the arm i = 2.
Comparing Eq. (12) and Eq. (13), we see how correlation between two arms impacts both the center
and shape of the continuation region. As the difference between the prior means increases, the center of
the region for correlated arms shifts up or down relative to the center for independent arms.
Figure 1 plots stopping boundaries for a sample problem with prior parameters µ10 = µ20 = 0 and
0
Σ1,1 = Σ02,2 = 106 . The figure assumes that i = 2, c j = 0.1 and n0j = 1 (λ j = 106 ) for j = 1, 2, and checks
several values for the correlation ρ = η 0 ∈ {−0.5, 0, 0.5}. The horizontal axis depicts the effective number
of samples from arm 2 at time t. The vertical axis shows the change in the posterior mean of arm 2 after
t samples have been observed, relative to the prior mean of arm 1. The pair of solid lines depicts the
stopping boundary when arms are independent. The pair of dashed lines represents the stopping boundary
when the correlation between arms is positive. The pair with circles represents the boundary when the
correlation is negative. Above each upper line of a pair and below each lower line, it is optimal to stop.
We observe in Figure 1 that the continuation region is wider when arms are negatively correlated. This
is consistent with what we expect from theory when the prior variances are equal. When b(2) − b(1) > 1, the
variance of the incremental benefit is larger than that of the independent case, and given greater variability
in the benefit that will be obtained if stopped, it is optimal to sample more to reduce this variance. Thus,
the continuation region is wider than that in the independent case. We observe b(2) − b(1) > 1 either when
arms are negatively correlated or when arms are highly positively correlated and the prior variance of −i
is much smaller than the prior variance of i.
5

APPLICATION TO A CLINICAL TRIAL FOR RHINITIS TREATMENT

We now examine how different rule pairs perform when they guide allocation and stopping decisions in
a Phase III trial that uses the factorial design described in Section 3.3. We generate experiments whose
parameters are informed by data from clinical trials. The trials investigate the efficacy of combining
azelastine hydrochloride (A), an antihistamine, and fluticasone propionate (F), a corticosteroid, to treat
patients with moderate-to-severe seasonal allergic rhinitis (hay fever) and compare four arms: a placebo,
A, F, and a combination of A and F. The first trial, labeled MP4001, is a proof-of-concept exploratory
study. The second is a confirmatory trial, labeled MP4002. Thus, we apply our usage framework to an
example motivated by real clinical trials (CADTH. 2016). We do not make medical recommendations.
5.1 Framework for Numerical Assessment with Rhinitis Treatment Data
We now introduce the experiments we use to test the allocation and stopping rules summarized in Section 3.
We call the probability distribution from which the unknown mean vector, θ , is sampled Nature’s distribution
µ (N), Σ (N)), differentiated by letter N. We refer to any particular θ vector, which is a
and denote it by N (µ
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realization of Nature’s distribution, as a random problem instance. We denote by N µ 0 , Σ 0 the so-called
“Modeler’s” prior distribution, which guides allocation and stopping decisions. If the Modeler’s belief is
consistent with Nature’s distribution then µ 0 = µ (N) and Σ0 = Σ(N), but it need not be so in general.
We use the results of MP4002 to construct Nature’s distribution. We use the results of the exploratory
study, MP4001, to construct the Modeler’s prior. The idea is that the Modeler’s prior emerges from the
information available from the preliminary study, although it may not be perfectly consistent with Nature’s
distribution. Thus, we test the performance of rule pairs when Nature’s distribution is consistent with
results from a published multi-arm Phase III trial, while the Modeler’s prior variances are higher than
Nature’s variances, and therefore the prior is relatively non-informative. We generate many random problem
µ (N), Σ (N)), test our policies on each instance, and calculate each rule pair’s average
instances, θ ∼ N (µ
performance across the sampled θ ’s.
We use Monte Carlo simulation to test the policies’ performance. Each replication of the simulation is
a sample path within which allocation and stopping decisions are based on the rule pairs and the Modeler’s
prior. To avoid a long run times, we slightly modify the stopping rules to stop either at period t = 3000
or when the stopping condition is satisfied, whichever comes first. No sample paths reached period 3000
in experiments reported here.
Three metrics are used to measure the performance of rule pairs: sampling cost, opportunity
cost and
 T −1

total cost. The expected sampling cost is the sum of the sampling costs before stopping, E ∑t=0
cut µ 0 , Σ 0 .



The expected opportunity cost is E max j Pθ j − PθD | µ 0 , Σ 0 and measures the accuracy of the selection
decision D. The expected total cost is the sum of these two costs.
Expected values are estimated by calculating the average and standard error over 103 sample-path
replications. We use common random numbers to ensure that results are roughly comparable across
different allocation-stopping rule pairs and to reduce the standard error of pairwise comparisons. For
notational simplicity in figures, we denote the sample average of simulation replications, which estimates
the expectation, by E(·).
Since ESPb and ESPB assume that the arms are independent, any rule pair that includes ESPb or ESPB
as a stopping or allocation rule starts with a version of the Modeler’s prior in which arms are independent.
Namely, we use the Modeler’s variances, Σ0i,i for all i, but set all covariances, Σ0i, j for i 6= j, to zero. With
all other rule pairs, we use the Modeler’s prior as it is.
5.2 Parameter Values Motivated by Rhinitis Treatment Data
CADTH. (2016) reports hay-fever-specific quality of life scores for subjects in MP4001 and MP4002,
which it labels RQLQs (Rhinoconjunctivitis Quality of Life Questionnaire scores). We assume that a one
point decrease in the RQLQ score corresponds to a 0.05 increase in QALYs (Petersen et al. 2013) and that
one QALY is valued at US$20,000. In this case, a one point reduction in the RQLQ score corresponds to
a gain of US$1,000 per patient, and we present the results in U.S. dollar values.
We use the results of the trial
distribution. The vector of sampling
 MP4002 to construct Nature’s

variances is calculated as λ = 10712 , 11272 , 12092 , 13922 , and the means of Nature’s distribution are
calculated as µ (N) = [850, 1360, 1630, 1640]. We assume that the results from MP4002 are a reasonable
representation of reality, set the effective number of samples for Nature’s distribution to the number of
samples taken from each arm in MP4002, ni (N) = 832/4 = 208 (the MP4002 trial had 207 to 210 patients
on each arm), and calculate the variance of Nature’s distribution for arm i as Σ(N)i,i = λi /ni (N).
ρ (N).
Using the approach described in Section 3.3, we first construct Nature’s correlation matrix for ξ , ρ̃
Since interventions A and F follow different mechanisms of action and appear to impair each other, we set
ρ (N) together with Σ(N)i,i for all i to construct the covariance
η(N) = 0 and ζ (N) = −0.5. Then, we use ρ̃
matrix of the Nature’s distribution, Σ (N).
Using the results of the trial MP4001, we set the Modeler’s prior mean to be µ 0 = [1010, 1170, 1430, 1580].
To model the fact that the Modeler has less information as compared to Nature, we use MP4001’s sample
size of 607, assume n0i = 10−2 × 607/4 ≈ 1.51, and set the prior variances as Σ0i,i = λi /n0i . We also assume
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Figure 2: Average total, opportunity and sampling costs of each rule pair over 103 replications of MP4002.
that the Modeler correctly recognizes that interventions follow different mechanisms and that the Modeler’s
prior correlation values are consistent with Nature’s correlation values, so η 0 = 0 and ζ 0 = −0.5.
There are 60 million people in the US who suffer from hay fever (Settipane 2001), and we assume that
P = 6 × 106 . For example, this figure corresponds to 10% of the population adopting the new intervention
for one year or 1% of the population adopting the intervention for 10 years.
We use MP4002’s sample size of 832 samples to back out the implicit sampling cost, the sampling
cost that would have resulted in a sample size of 832 under the assumption that the study begins with
the Modeler’s prior and that the sample size is chosen to minimize the average total cost, and we find
ci =US$13,500 for all i. If the actual sampling cost were lower than US$13,500 per patient, this analysis
would suggest that, given the Modeler’s prior, there were too few subjects enrolled in the MP4002 trial.
5.3 Results Using Rhinitis Treatment Data
Figure 2 presents the sampling, opportunity and total costs of all rule pairs, including the Fixed stopping
rule, which matches MP4002 and stops after 832 samples. The horizontal axis displays allocation-stopping
rule pairs, which are grouped by stopping rule. Stopping rules appear on the upper horizontal axis, and
the allocation rules paired with each stopping rule are shown on the lower horizontal axis of the graph.
The dark-colored portions of the bars show the average sampling cost, the light-colored portions display
the average opportunity cost, and the full bar lengths represent the average total cost. Light gray boxes at
the tops of the bars range from plus one to minus one standard error of the average total cost.
First, we observe that the average total cost is lower for stopping rules based on dynamic stopping times:
stopping rules cPDELower, cPDEUpper and ESPb outperform stopping rules that assume fixed stopping
times, cKG1 and cKG*. In addition, the cKG* stopping rule, which tests multiple fixed stopping times,
outperforms the cKG1 stopping rule, which tests only one. We note that the cPDELower, cPDEUpper
and ESPb stopping rules sample the most and obtain the lowest average opportunity cost, while the cKG1
stopping rule undersamples and results in the highest average opportunity cost. The Fixed stopping rule
obtains higher average opportunity and total costs and a lower sampling cost compared to cPDELower and
cPDEUpper. Thus, given the implicit sampling cost, the total cost of MP4002 could have been lower if
the sample size had been higher.
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Second, we see that the choice of stopping rule impacts performance greatly, while the choice of
allocation rule matters less. For any given stopping rule, there is no significant difference among the cKG1,
cKG*, cPDELower and cPDEUpper allocation rules, all of which use varying methods to estimate the
expected incremental value obtained from sampling. While the performance of the Equal and Variance
allocation rules depends on the type of the stopping rule, generally these two rules result in the highest
average sampling, opportunity and total costs. In particular, the Equal allocation rule does not prioritize
arms that have the highest expected benefit of sampling and therefore samples more. Similarly, the Variance
allocation rule prioritizes an arm only based on the relative lack of current information about its mean, the
posterior variance, rather than on prospective information to be gained from sampling, and it appears to
sample excessively from some arms to reduce their variances.
Third, in this experiment we do not detect a significant improvement coming from the incorporation
of correlation among arms: the performance of all stopping and allocation rules that consider dynamic
stopping times (cPDELower, cPDEUpper, ESPB and ESPb) are similar, regardless of whether or not arms
are assumed to be independent. Nevertheless, we show that the incorporation of correlation provides a
considerable benefit in the experiments in dose-response models (Chick et al. 2019).
We have also run an additional series of experiments to examine if the results above are robust to
changes in the Modeler’s and Nature’s correlation matrices (data not shown). In one set of experiments,
we assume that the Modeler’s prior correlation is consistent with Nature’s correlation values, and we vary
η(N) and ζ (N) to represent the three types relationships among interventions introduced in Section 3.3.
In another set, we assume that the Modeler’s prior correlation values are not consistent with Nature’s
correlation values, so η 0 and ζ 0 differ from η(N) and ζ (N), and we again test each relationship type. In
these experiments, the performance measures we track – average sampling, opportunity and total costs –
are not impacted when the Modeler’s prior correlation values are not fully consistent with Nature’s, and
the performance measures are robust to the different correlation-matrix structures we tested.
6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper demonstrates an alternative usage of the framework of Chick et al. (2019) for correlated mean
responses in highly-sequential multi-arm clinical trials to optimize drug dosing. We apply those results to
the context of factorial clinical trials, to test combinations of multiple treatments in a multi-arm trial for
a given clinical condition. The approach also allows for the use of a value-based trial framework (Chick
et al. 2017), which uses monetary and health benefit metrics to determine trial lengths as compared to the
use of arbitrary statistical metrics.
We applied the framework to data from a factorial trial involving the presence and absence of each
of two treatments for allergic rhinitis. The benefit of modeling such correlations in this combinatorial
treatment setting was less significant than in the dose optimization experiment of Chick et al. (2019), as
our linear model for treatment effects allowed for each independent interaction to be modeled individually.
We hypothesize that benefits would be greater in the presence of additional structure regarding correlations
(as in the case of dose-optimization trials) or when the largest mean effect of a therapy in the combination
for two arms is greater than the mean size of the second order-interactions of that therapy with other,
less-significant arms. However, our approach performed better in this example than the cKG approach,
in that the new approach uses allocation indices for assigning treatments to patients which have a more
complete assessment of the expected value of information of sampling. In simulations, this observation
was relatively robust to mis-estimation of the correlation in the mean response across arms.
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A PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

In Section 4, we consider a problem that starts at time t = 0 with prior parameters µ 0 , Σ 0 with two arms,
M 0 = 2. We solve the problem here with population size P = 1, then adjust the solution for general P. We
are sampling only from arm i, and we denote the arm we are not sampling from as −i.
First, we write the optimal stopping boundary for independent arms following Chick and Frazier (2012).


n
o

Ti
Ti
∗
0 0
0 0
0
µ , Σ ) = sup Eπi −ci Ti + max µi , µ−i µ , Σ − max µi0 , µ−i
EVIi (µ
.
(14)
πi
t = µ 0 for any t > 0. Thus, the reward from arm −i can
Because we are not sampling from arm −i, µ−i
−i
be thought of as a known standard. Then, the optimal stopping boundary in (µit , nti ) coordinates is
1/3 1/3

0
µ−i
± ci λi

1/3

∂CF (λi

2/3

/(ci nti )).

(15)

Next, we allow arms to be correlated. We use Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) to write the problem in Eq. (7) as



+
µ 0 , Σ 0 ) = sup Eπi −ci Ti + a(1) + b(1) ZiTi + (b(2) − b(1) ) −d(1) + ZiTi
EVI∗i (µ
µ 0 , Σ 0 − ag(0) . (16)
πi

Here, we start with the value of the arm with the lowest slope, a(1) + b(1) ZiTi , and add the incremental value
from the other alternative. Then, we rearrange terms to obtain



+
Ti
∗
0 0
0 0
µ , Σ ) = sup Eπi −ci Ti + (b(2) − b(1) ) −d(1) + Zi
(17)
EVIi (µ
µ , Σ + a(1) − ag(0)
πi



+
ci
Ti
0 0
Ti + −d(1) + Zi
µ , Σ + a(1) − ag(0) . (18)
= (b(2) − b(1) ) sup Eπi −
b(2) − b(1)
πi
We then define following variables: c̃i =
µ̃it ∼ N(−d(1) , σZ2t ). Recall from Eq. (9) that
i

ci
b(2) −b(1) , m = 0,
a −a
d(1) = b(1) −b(2) .
(2)
(1)

µ̃it = −d(1) + Zit . Notice that, for any given t,
The problem in these new variables is


n
o
µ 0 , Σ 0 ) = (b(2) − b(1) ) sup Eπi −c̃i Ti + max µ̃iTi , m
EVI∗i (µ


µ 0 , Σ 0 + a(1) − ag(0) .

(19)

πi

Using results from Chick and Frazier (2012), the stopping boundary in (µ̃it , nti ) coordinates is then


1/3 1/3
1/3
0 ± ci /(b(2) − b(1) )
λi ∂CF λi [ci /(b(2) − b(1) )]−2/3 /nti .

(20)

Notice that Eq. (15) is in (µit , nti ) coordinates, while Eq. (20) is in (µ̃it , nti ) coordinates. To be able
to compare the two boundaries, we need to convert them to the same coordinate system. By definition,
µ̃it = −d(1) + Zit = −d(1) + µit − µi0 . If we write the continuation region in Eq. (20) explicitly, we have


1/3 1/3
1/3
| − d(1) + µit − µi0 | ≤ ci /(b(2) − b(1) )
λi ∂CF λi [ci /(b(2) − b(1) )]−2/3 /nti .
(21)
Add d(1) + µi0 to both sides of (21) to rewrite the optimal stopping boundary in (µit , nti ) coordinates as


1/3 1/3
1/3
d(1) + µi0 ± ci /(b(2) − b(1) )
λi ∂CF λi [ci /(b(2) − b(1) )]−2/3 /nti .
(22)
Thus, the optimal stopping boundary is again symmetric, but the center is d(1) + µi0 .
Recall Equations (1) and (2). An optimal solution with sampling costs ci /P and population size 1 is
also optimal with sampling costs ci and population size P. The result directly follows.
2
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